Caring for patients during challenging clinical encounters.
Challenging clinical encounters can often be frustrating and demoralizing not only for clinicians but also for patients. The paper's aims are twofold. The first is to analyse the nature and origins of such encounters. The second is to appraise the CALMER and REBELS models for managing them. After reviewing the medical literature on challenging clinical encounters, a clinical case is briefly reconstructed from it. The reconstructed case is then used to analyse the nature and origins of challenging encounters and to evaluate the two models for handling them. The reconstructed clinical case is an apt example for examining and evaluating the medical literature on challenging clinical encounters. In terms of what challenging encounters are and what elicits them, the literature captures their frustrating, demoralizing, demanding and, at times, insufferable dimensions - as well as the role of patients in their origins - as the clinical case also illustrates. With respect to managing them, the CALMER and REBELS models are effective strategies for handling challenging encounters - again, as the clinical case exemplifies. Although the clinical case supports the medical literature on challenging clinical encounters, the literature fails to provide an adequate account of their nature and origins. Specifically, challenging encounters are a type of dysfunction - not pathophysiological but existential - in a clinical setting, with their origins not only in patients but also in clinicians and health care systems. Finally, based upon the dysfunctional nature of such encounters, revisions of the CALMER and REBELS models are proposed for better managing these encounters.